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The wires were melted.
The plastic housings were melted.
He brought me a potato.
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That was some destructive wind.
A cold shower won't kill you.
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No thanks.
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Five Fingers

No one has been executed in a bankruptcy, there was an honest family.
The Relatives of Jean de Novelle.

The thumb flat innkeeper flanger hummus, cast-iron sacreds, as he smokes
a shameless door in March, is a sign of human interior decorating beer-vats
bohemian index. Insects of the morning heath is a jealous ervant-gardener
snowing windshield wipers with a dry explanation the bottle like a kinfe
of corke, a viral ego ago. If a bear-rug lava in the middle finger, he would
be a soldier and a mansion on stilts with an ax at the Grinders Wheel, block
suns shiming in his hairs. Ring finger grids of girls, ladies lately selling
lace zuccotti zucchini  for riders on the norm that smile does not swarm,
fragile and anointed. Benjamin hundred-ear and finger family, always a little
kidnapping hanging on a book, a giant man-eating feathered honey crop bandit
hands, wild and crumpled. Five-finger, a wobbler city is always the most
impressive, five-leaved flowers embroidered on the halls of the harmless snare.
(after Aloysius Bertrand)
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